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Details of Visit:

Author: TheFlatEarth
Location 2: Wembley
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 14 Jul 2012 2300
Duration of Visit: 90 minutes
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Bubbles Escorts
Website: http://bubblesescorts.net
Phone: 02075196969
Phone: 07921888888

The Premises:

My hotel room.

The Lady:

Phenomenally beautiful and long-haired blonde, tanned and in the early twenties; 5'7" (as much as
I'm a judge of that) and appreciably tall with her black heels; upper figure delightfully squeezed into
a black dress and bra, smooth legs and general all-round loveliness

The Story:

Ny first report (I joined last year to record my visit to Vlada, of Greta & Vlada fame, in her last few
days before she left then couldn't get access to a non-public computer and decided it was a bit late
once I did...); I hope details like Bubbles being a Central London based operation excuse the fact
that I dragged Katie out North West. I'd have needed the postcode for SatNav too, if I'd been
driving!

Somewhat last minute decision to ask for company. Of all the choices out there, Bubbles
reasonable outcall prices and reputation leapt out as did Katie's figures in one of the Featured...
sections. The gentleman who took my call deemed it an excellent choice, and arranged for her to
call nearer the visit time to confirm her availability, which she did in an attractive East European way
- I wouldn't have recognised any region thereabouts even if I had asked her!

She announced her arrival from the taxi - as it happens she could have come straight up, but cue a
nervous moment as a hotel employee of a security nature shared the wait and ride up in the lift. If
he did suspect it, it wasn't stated in our conversation, and Katie and I made our apparently
independent way through the open floor doors to my room.

I had a rounder number in my jacket pocket, and was sufficiently swayed by her beauty and
personality to offer that. I don't yet have the confidence to furnish the review with "I did, she did"
descriptions but our time together passed very pleasantly. She gave exquisite covered oral - I hadn't
asked otherwise and it's not one of my hang-ups - and everything else went swimmingly. Before,
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during and after, her excellent conversation was amusing, informative and not short of bit of advice
or two!

She plans to give the Olympics a skip - travel reasons mainly - so will be away in a couple of weeks
time, but should be back by the Paralympics. I can't forecast my next London trip but I'm planning at
least another visit, albeit at some slightly more convenient hotel!
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